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Abstract  

Direct-write piezoelectric transducers are dedicatedly designed and fabricated to 

generate and detect both fundamental and second harmonic Rayleigh ultrasonic waves 

for evaluating overload-induced plastic deformation in aluminum (Al) alloy. The Rayleigh 

ultrasonic signals, generated by concentric focused direct-write transducers and 

propagating along the Al-alloy specimens, are measured either with other direct-write 

transducers or laser scanning vibrometer (LSV) to obtain the fundamental and second 

harmonic ultrasonic signals for analyzing the acoustic nonlinearity. The results show that 

the acoustic nonlinearity increases over 50% when the plastic strain reaches 7.8%. In 

comparison with LSV, the direct-write piezoelectric transducers exhibit substantially 

improved consistency and repeatability in the acoustic nonlinearity measurements. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) are conducted to 

correlate micro-structural changes with the acoustic nonlinearity in the Al alloy. The 

results and analyses indicate that the direct-write piezoelectric transducers with the 

appropriate design have significant technical advantages for acoustic nonlinearity testing 
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and yielding determination. 

Key-words: Acoustic nonlinearity；Direct-write transducers；Plastic strain；Second 

harmonic signals；Rayleigh waves  

 

1. Introduction 

Yielding, corresponding to the launch of plastic deformation with permanent damage 

and defects generated, irreversibly modifies the structure and mechanical behavior of 

materials. This possibly leads to unknown structural life and even induces catastrophic 

accident if not detected in advance. It is therefore critical to identifying the yielding in order 

to judge if the structure is suitable for continued service.  

As a nonlinear ultrasonic technique, second harmonic generation (SHG) enables the 

detection and monitoring for the microstructural changes in a material prior to 

macroscopic damage [1]. While this technique can detect microstructural features that 

are orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength, it relies on reliable and consistent 

measurement of the small second harmonic signals generated or enhanced by the 

imperfection of atomic lattices and microstructures. SHG has been explored to access 

the plastic deformation of various metallic materials, including aluminum alloys [2, 3], 

titanium alloy [4], and stainless steel [5].  

Discrete piezoelectric transducers are typically utilized to generate either longitudinal, 

Rayleigh or Lamb waves for acoustic nonlinearity testing in the conventional SHG method 

[6-9]. However, the testing reliability and consistency are substantially affected due to 
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misalignment of ultrasonic transducers with structures to be monitored [10, 11]. As for the 

most widely used Rayleigh or Lamb wave based SHG methods, the requirement for the 

additional wedges introduce extra assembling complexity. In addition, the measurement 

may suffer from large variation due to the inconsistent contact conditions involving 

acoustic coupling agent. Moreover, the discrete transducers also face challenges to 

monitor structures with curved shape or limited space. All of the aforementioned 

limitations make it difficult to implement the conventional SHG method with desired 

reliability and consistency in practical applications. 

The above mentioned limitations associated with employment of the conventional 

discrete piezoelectric transducers in acoustic nonlinearity testing can be solved by using 

direct-write piezoelectric acoustic transducers, in which the piezoelectric films and 

electrodes are directly deposited and patterned on the structures to be monitored. In 

contrast to the conventional discrete transducers, the direct-write piezoelectric ultrasonic 

transducers offer significant advantages including small mass, low profile, lowered unit 

cost, high production efficiency, and improved consistency and reliability. In the literature, 

direct-write technique in ultrasonic transducer fabrication typically serves as a process for 

only patterning electrodes, while the piezoelectric materials are still implemented as 

separate parts formed by conventional installation or attachment process, such as 

assembly or bonding on the structures using adhesives [12-16], with repeatability and 

reliability restricted from variation of adhesive involved. In our group, we reported a unique 

technique for directly producing the piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers on the structures 

for the purpose of structural health monitoring [17]. Recently, we demonstrated the 

feasibility for generating the acoustic nonlinearity by using direct-write transducer [11]. 
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However, in the previous work, a laser scanning vibrometer (LSV) was required for 

measuring and analyzing the SHG signals. The LSV method is non-contacted without 

mass-loading on the structure, with broad frequency bandwidth, but it requires bulky and 

expensive setup in addition to the positioning inconsistency in the follow-up monitoring, 

which may limit its practical application.  

In this work, with Al-alloy specimen selected as an example, we propose a dedicated 

design for determining material’s plastic deformation with SHG method by using direct-

write piezoelectric transducers for both generating and detecting ultrasonic signals. To 

fabricate the direct-write transducers, the piezoelectric films and electrodes are directly 

deposited and patterned on the Al-alloy structures. The Rayleigh ultrasonic signals in the 

Al-alloy specimens are generated by the direct-write transducer with focus, and received 

by other direct-write transducers for analyzing the fundamental and second harmonic 

constituents to determine acoustic nonlinearity and yielding. In comparison with LSV, the 

direct-write piezoelectric transducers exhibit substantially improved consistency and 

repeatability in the acoustic nonlinearity measurements. Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) are conducted to correlate micro-structural changes 

with the acoustic nonlinearity in the Al alloy. 

2. Method and experimental details 

2.1. Samples Preparation 

The standard dog-bone of the Al-alloy specimens were prepared under the guidance of 

ASTM Standard E8-E8M-11, with the gauge length, width and thickness of 50, 12.5 and 

4.2 mm, respectively. The specimens were loaded using a tensile testing system (Instron 
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8801, USA) to generate different plastic strains as shown in Table 1. The direct-write 

piezoelectric transducers were thereafter fabricated onto the Al-alloy specimens for 

acoustic nonlinearity testing.  

Table 1. Al-alloy specimens with different residual plastic strains 

 

2.2. Design and Fabrication of Direct-write Piezoelectric Ultrasonic Transducers 

The direct-write transducers with comb electrodes with concentric focus were designed 

and fabricated to generate enhanced Rayleigh acoustic waves propagating along the Al-

alloy specimens to be monitored. In the literature, surface acoustic wave with focused 

beam has been utilized for achieving high acoustic intensity in bulk piezoelectric crystal 

[18]. In our work, the amplitude field of the Rayleigh acoustic waves generated from the 

focused direct-write transducer was firstly numerically simulated using ANSYS. The 

simulated acoustic field did not show a sharp focal point, but a long and narrow acoustic 

beam (2.5 mm in width) in the propagation direction as presented in Fig. 1(a).  The 

focused direct-write actuator, and direct-write sensor pairs for detecting the fundamental 

and second harmonic signals were thereafter designed and fabricated along the focused 

beam region to achieve the optimal signal output. The fabrication process was similar to 

our recently published work [11], as schematically shown in Fig. 1(b). In short, 

poly(vinylidenefluoride-co-trifluoroethylene) [P(VDF/TrFE)] (72/28, Solvay, Belgium) was 

dissolved in a mixed solvent of dimethylformamide (DMF, Sigma-Aldrich) and acetone 

(Sigma-Aldrich) (1:1 in volume) at a concentration of 5 wt%, and the solution was sprayed 
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on the Al-alloy specimens using an airbrush, followed by annealing at 135oC. The 

thickness of the films was controlled to be ~25 μm. To fabricate the top electrodes, gold 

films with thickness of 200 nm were deposited on the P(VDF/TrFE) films with the aid of a 

photoresist mask fabricated by photolithography process. Alternately, many of other 

patterning processing methods can also be applied for electrode patterning, such as 

various printing and writing processes. The central lines of two adjacent electrode comb 

fingers (i.e., periodicity of electrode) were designed corresponding to the wavelength of 

fundamental and second harmonic Rayleigh ultrasonic signals on the Al-alloy specimens. 

A transducer pair obtained on the Al-alloy specimen, with a focused direct-write actuator 

(4.5 MHz) and the other two rectangular direct-write sensors with central frequencies 

corresponding to fundamental (4.5 MHz) and second harmonic signals (9 MHz), is 

presented in Fig. 1(c). An external alternating driving signal was applied to excite the 

focused direct-write actuator to generate the ultrasonic Rayleigh surface wave, and the 

two rectangular direct-write sensors detected the fundamental and second harmonic 

signals, respectively for the analysis of acoustic nonlinearity [Fig. 1(d)]. 
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Fig. 1. (a) The simulation of amplitide fileld of the concentric circular direct-write transducer. (b) 
The fabrication process of direct-write transducer. (c) A representative pair of direct-write 
tranducers fabricated on a Al-alloy specimen for acoustic nonlinearity measurement. (d) The 
schematic of the direct-write transducer to generate focused Rayleigh ultrasonic surface wave 
and to detect the fundamental and second harmonic ultrasonic signal with two direct-write sensors 
with the corresponding electrode periodicities for the analysis of acoustic nonlinearity. 
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2.3. Measurement of Acoustic Nonlinearity 

 The nonlinearity parameter of Rayleigh surface wave β  for evaluating ultrasonic 

nonlinearity, can be expressed as[7, 19]: 

β =
8u2
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where u1 and u2 are the out-of-plane displacement amplitude of fundamental and second 

order harmonic signals, respectively, 𝑥 is the wave propagation distance, CL, CR,  and Cs 

are longitudinal, Rayleigh and shear wave velocity in the specimen, respectively, and ω 

is the angular frequency of the driving signal.  

In this work, the driving frequency (4.5 MHz) and wave propagation distance (20 mm) 

are kept constant to compare the effect of plastic strain on the acoustic nonlinearity. The 

relative acoustic nonlinearity u2/u1
2 is therefore used to quantify the acoustic nonlinearity 

of the Al-alloy specimens with different plastic strain levels. 

2.4. Direct-write Transducers and LSV for the Measurement of Acoustic Nonlinearity 

The acoustic nonlinearity is measured through the direct-write transducers, acting as 

both actuators and sensors, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2(a). A tone burst signal 

of 25 cycles at 4.5 MHz from a function generator was amplified by a linear power 

amplifier, to drive the focused direct-write transducer (4.5 MHz), and the fundamental 

signal (A1) and the second harmonic signal (A2) were detected by the 4.5 and 9 MHz 
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transducers, respectively [Fig. 2(a)]. The relative acoustic nonlinearity (A2/A1
2) was 

obtained to quantify acoustic nonlinearity of the Al alloys with different plastic strains. 

As a comparison, the LSV was adopted for acoustic nonlinearity analysis on the same 

batch of samples, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2(b). In summary, a tone burst 

sinusoidal signal of 100 cycles at 4.5 MHz from the function generator was amplified and 

was applied to drive the focused direct-write transducer [Fig. 2(b)]. The Rayleigh 

ultrasonic signal, generated by the concentric focused direct-write transducer was 

detected by an ultra-high-frequency laser scanning vibrometer (LSV) (UHF-120 Polytec 

GmbH). The data obtained by the LSV were analyzed to evaluate the performance of the 

transducers as well as the effect of plastic strain on acoustic nonlinearity.  
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Fig. 2. (a) The schematic of experimental setup of using direct-write transducers for generating 
and detecting Rayleigh ultrasonic signals to evaluate acoustic nonlinearity. (b) Schematic 
illustration of using direct-write transducer as actuator and LSV as detector for acoustic 
nonlinearity testing. 

2.5. Micro-structural Characterization 

To investigate the micro-structural evolution of Al alloys due to yielding, samples were 

selectively cut from specimens with plastic strain of 0%, 2.0%, 3.9%, and 7.8% in the 

loading direction. The microscopic morphology of the samples were characterized with 

SEM and XRD. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Characterization of Direct-write Transducers 
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A photo of obtained direct-write transducers in-situ produced on an Al-alloy specimen 

is presented in Fig. 3(a). The effective piezoelectric constant (d33) of the P(VDF/TrFE) 

films for the direct-write transducers after electrical poling was determined using the LSV 

method [20]. A representative process of measurement of piezoelectric constant is shown 

in Fig. 3(b)-(d). In short, a unipolar 1.1 kHz AC voltage of 20 V was applied onto the direct-

write transducer (9 MHz) and an area covering the regions with and without electrode 

were scanned [Fig. 3(b)] and the vibration pattern was obtained [Fig. (3c)]. The effective 

piezoelectric coefficient d33 value of the P(VDF/TrFE) thin film was determined as −20 

pm/V, under the clamping effect of the substrate [Fig. 3(d)], which is consistent with the 

value of spin-coated P(VDF/TrFE) films [17]. The distribution of the absolute out-of-plane 

Rayleigh wave displacement (along and transverse the sensors) was measured by using 

LSV as presented in Fig. 3(a). A representative time domain signal received is shown in 

Fig. 3(e). The amplitudes of the out-of-plane displacement along (horizontal) and 

transverse (vertical) the sensors (4.5/9 MHz) hold relative constant [Fig. 3(f)], indicating 

the sensors were located within the focused region of the acoustic beam as desired. The 

generation of fundamental (4.5 MHz) and second harmonic (9 MHz) Rayleigh ultrasonic 

waves was observed by LSV, as presented in [Fig. 3(g)-(h)]. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The measurement of the out-of-plane ultrasonic amplitude along (horizontal) and 
transverse (vertical) the sensors. (b-d) The measurement of piezoelectric property (effective d33) 
by using LSV. (e-f) The amplitudes of the ultrasonic signals detected by LSV. (g-h) The detection 
of Rayleigh ultrasonic waves at fundamental frequency of 4.5 MHz and second harmonic signal 
at 9 MHz using LSV on the Al alloy specimen with 7.8% plastic strain.  

 

 

 

3.2. Acoustic Nonlinearity Measurement Using Direct-write Piezoelectric Transducers 

and LSV 
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The representative time-domain Rayleigh ultrasonic signals, received by the 4.5 and 9 

MHz direct-write transducers, from the Al-alloy specimen with 7.8% plastic strain, are 

presented in Fig. 4(a)(c). The time domain signals reveal that the amplitudes of the 

ultrasonic signals increased in the first forth of its duration, reached a steady state during 

the middle and decreased in the final forth. A Hanning window was therefore applied to 

the steady-state part of the signal received by the 4.5 MHz direct-write transducer [Fig. 

4(a)] and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) was performed to obtain the amplitude of 

fundamental signal (A1) [Fig. 4(b)]. Likewise, the FFT analysis was implemented on the 

time domain signal received by the 9 MHz direct-write transducer [Fig. 4(c)] and the 

second harmonic (A2) signal was obtained [Fig. 4(d)]. Note that the uncalibrated electric 

output amplitudes A1 and A2 are proportional to the out-of-plane displacements of 

fundamental and second harmonic ultrasonic signals. Therefore the ratio A2/A1
2 is 

proportional to the absolute acoustic nonlinearity, β.  

The 9 MHz transducers were designed and fabricated according to the Rayleigh 

ultrasonic wavelength of the second harmonic ultrasonic signals in the Al alloy specimens. 

However, as shown in Fig. 4(c)-(d), some of the fundamental ultrasonic signal at 4.5 MHz 

was also detected. The reason why the 9 MHz transducer can detect some of the 

fundamental signal at 4.5 MHz is because of the existence of connection tab for electric 

connection as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the comb region, the 4.5 MHz ultrasonic signals were 

cancelled by the design, but the connection tab can still collect some fundamental signal. 

However, since the effect is consistent among all the specimens, the conclusion obtained 

will not be affected. 
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Fig. 4. (a-b) The representative time domain signals received by the 4.5 MHz direct-write 
transducer and FFT analysis to obtain the amplitude of the fundamental signals (A1). (c-d) The 
representative time domain signals received by the 9 MHz direct-write transducer and FFT 
analysis to obtain the amplitude of the second harmonic signals (A2).  

   

The representative time domain ultrasonic signal, generated by the concentric focused 

direct-write transducer and detected by the LSV at a propagation distance of 20 mm on 

the Al alloy specimen with plastic strain of 7.8%, is presented in Fig. 5(a). A Hanning 

window was applied on the steady-state portion of the signal, and the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) was implemented to analyze the windowed signal. The amplitudes of 

fundamental (u1) and second harmonic (u2) signal were obtained, as presented in Fig. 

5(b). The ratio of u2/u1
2 was measured to evaluate the material’s relative acoustic 

nonlinearity. The results are obtained from at least three independent measurements with 

the error bars representing the standard deviation. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Representative time-domain Rayleigh wave signal detected with LSV on the Al alloy 
specimen with 7.8% plastic strain. (b) Fourier spectrum (FFT) showing the amplitude of 
fundamental (u1) and second harmonic (u2) signal. (c) Measured relationship between relative 
acoustic nonlinearity and propagation distance. The error bars here are standard deviations.  

 

Fig. 5c shows a plot of the relative acoustic nonlinearity (u2/u1
2) as a function of 

propagation distance for the specimen with 7.8% plastic strain. The measurements were 

repeated for three times for each propagation distance. The relative acoustic nonlinearity 

increased approximately linearly with the propagation distance in Fig. 5c, which suggests 

that the measured acoustic nonlinearity is substantially attributed to the structural 

material’s nonlinearity since the nonlinear effect of measurement system is not strongly 

dependent on the propagation distance [21, 22]. 
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The effect of plastic strain on the acoustic nonlinearity of Al-alloy specimens as 

measured by direct-write transducers and LSV is shown in Fig. 6. The results 

demonstrate that relative acoustic nonlinearity measured by both methods gradually 

increases with plastic strain. The results are obtained from at least three independent 

measurements with the error bars representing the standard deviation. Both the two 

methods show a ~50% increase in acoustic nonlinearity when the plastic strain is 

increased to 7.8%. For the direct-write transducer method, as all the conditions were kept 

constant among the repeated measurements, it showed excellent repeatability and 

consistency (Fig. 6). However, the LSV method suffered from variations in optical 

reflectivity of the specimen surface. Considering the second harmonic signals were two 

orders of magnitude smaller than the fundamental signals, they were more liable to be 

affected by the surface condition compared with the fundamental signals, thus generating 

relatively large standard deviation (Fig. 6). In addition, the LSV method may not be 

feasible in many practical applications considering it is bulky and expensive, and requires 

complicated set up procedure. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the acoustic nonlinearity with different plastic strain levels, obtained by 
using direct-write transducers and LSV. The error bars here stand for standard deviation. 
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In practical applications, stress concentration typically occurs locally. The direct-write 

transducers can feasibly be fabricated close to but away from the stress concentrated 

locations. Thus, the direct-write transducers can monitor the plastic deformation as 

concerned at a location away from the loading point with minimized exposure to the stress 

impact. The initial acoustic nonlinearity can firstly be recorded as a reference for 

comparison with the acoustic nonlinearity measured after service or loading, for 

effectively determining the change in the acoustic nonlinearity and hence the plastic strain 

of the structures. 

3.3. Microstructural Characterization of Al Alloys 

Selected Al-alloy specimens with different plastic strain levels (0, 2.0%, 3.9%, and 

7.8%) were examined using SEM and XRD. No apparent morphologic difference was 

observed under microscopy. As examples typical SEM micrographs of the specimens 

with the varied plastic strain are shown in Fig. 7. It is noted that the specimen with 0% 

plastic strain has elongated grain probably due to the rolling process from the Al-alloy raw 

material. With the plastic strain increased to 7.8%, no micro-crack or micro-void is 

generated. The result differs significantly with the Ti-alloy specimen, which showed micro-

cracks and micro-voids on the specimens with plastic strain even at lower level [4]. 
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Fig. 7. SEM micrographs of Al-alloy specimens with increased plastic strains. (a-d) The images 
of Al-alloy specimens with plastic strain of 0, 2.0%, 3.9%, and 7.8%. 

 

To avoid any artifacts or inconsistency in the XRD analysis, all specimens were oriented 

such that the rolling direction is perpendicular to the normal of X-ray. The major XRD 

peaks are attributed to Al while some minor peaks to intermetallic precipitates were also 

noted [Fig. (8)]. By increasing the plastic strain, the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 

all the Al peaks increased [Fig. 9(b)], indicating possibly increased residual stress, and/or 

dislocations with increasing the plastic strain. Similar results were observed as well on 

6061 Al alloy [23] , with increase of FWHM of the Al diffraction peaks with strain. 
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Fig. 8. (a) XRD patterns of specimens with different plastic strains. (b) FWHM of XRD peaks of 
samples with different plastic strain, indicating broadening of peaks with increase of plastic 
strains. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Direct-write piezoelectric transducers are designed and fabricated to generate and 

detect both fundamental and second harmonic Rayleigh ultrasonic waves for evaluating 

plastic deformation of aluminum (Al) alloy. The ultrasonic signals, generated by concentric 

focused direct-write transducers and propagating along the Al-alloy specimens, are 

measured with other direct-write transducers or laser scanning vibrometer (LSV), to 
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obtain the fundamental and second harmonic ultrasonic signals for analyzing the acoustic 

nonlinearity. The results show that the acoustic nonlinearity in the Al alloy increases over 

50% when the plastic strain reaches 7.8%. In comparison with LSV, the direct-write 

piezoelectric transducers exhibit substantially improved consistency and repeatability in 

the acoustic nonlinearity measurements. Structural analyses show that the acoustic 

nonlinearity in the Al alloy may be due to the increased residual stress and/or dislocations 

generated in the overloaded material without apparent macroscopic defects such as 

cracks. The results and analyses here indicate that the direct-write piezoelectric 

transducers with the appropriate design have significant technical advantages for 

acoustic nonlinearity testing and yielding determination.   
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